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This article presents a hierarchical and modular traffic simulation environment for intelligent transportation systems (ITS). A conventional traffic simulation model is classified as microscopic or macroscopic; however, abstraction-level, vehicle-level, cell-level, road-level, and street-level traffic models can be coherently integrated and developed. Such an abstraction process is important for flexible traffic analysis since it reduces the complexity of a model, retaining its validity relative to the modeling objectives and experimental condition. To do this, the authors have proposed the four-layered approach: (1) system entity structure/model base, (2) model abstraction, (3) traffic modeling, and (4) ITS simulation systems layer. A proposed methodology has been successfully applied for building the advanced traveler information system and the advanced traffic management system. The abstraction method of a road network in traffic modeling and simulation will be widely used because it is possible to express and analyze various requirements of the traffic analyst hierarchically and structurally.
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1. Introduction

Intelligent transportation system (ITS) is an umbrella term. It covers the application of a wide variety of computer, communication, positioning, sensing, control, and other information-related technologies. Major categories of ITS include traffic management systems and traveler information systems [1, 2]. Currently, simulation has become a tool commonly used to understand the characteristics of a traffic system and to select an appropriate design for ITS. Thus, modeling and simulation techniques provide a convenient way to evaluate the alternative signal control strategies at the operational level of advanced traffic management systems (ATMS) and to generate the simulation-based forecasting information for advanced traveler information systems (ATIS) [2, 3]. Traffic simulation models can be typically classified as either microscopic or macroscopic. In microscopic simulation models, individual vehicles are studied, and attention is focused on their performance in the context of the whole traffic network system. Thus, this approach has usually been adopted for the simulation of relatively small or simple systems. On the other hand, the macroscopic approach can be well used to simulate the large network or complex traffic system. This approach uses simplified models of roads and intersections [4]. Discrete event modeling techniques can be suitably employed to describe macroscopic models. However, by allowing the level of abstraction that is only possible in the hierarchical modeling and simulation environment, both microscopic and macroscopic levels of modeling can be accomplished. This abstraction process is critical for designing the traffic simulation system by reducing the complexity of the model while retaining its validity relative to the modeling objectives and experimental conditions. Moreover, discrete event modeling and the simulation environment support an integrated simulation of traffic network, vehicles, and other traffic management systems. For example, the simulated congestion dynamics of the traffic network may be broadcast to the driver model of each vehicle. The driver model is able to change his or her previously decided path upon receiving the newly forecasted traffic information during the simulation. Also, the simulation result can be reflected to the signal light control during the simulation. Therefore, various components such as traffic network, vehicles...
with drivers, and traffic management systems (i.e., signal
lights, sensors, etc.) can be independently modeled and
cohently coupled to describe realistic traffic dynamics.
Such an integrated simulation environment is not possible
in conventional software environments.

This article presents a hierarchical and modular traffic
simulation environment for ITS. To do this, we have
proposed the four-layered approach on the basis of the
object-oriented programming environment: (1) system en-
tity structure/model base, (2) model abstraction, (3) traffic
modeling, and (4) ITS simulation systems layers. A de-
veloped S/W tool for ATIS, called “ATIS: The Next Gen-
eration,” supports not only conventional graphics-based
traffic information but also the following advanced fea-
tures: macroscopic traffic modeling and simulation, dy-
namic path searching, virtual driving, and virtual investi-
gation. Another S/W tool for ATMS, called the “I'D' Trans-
portation Simulation System,” has been also successfully
developed for supporting an intelligent, interactive, inte-
grated, and distributed microscopic transportation simul-
agation environment.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. We
first briefly review the background on conventional traf-
cic simulation systems. Then, we propose a four-layered
design methodology for the transportation modeling and
simulation systems. This is followed by two case studies—
ATIS: The Next Generation and the I'D' Transportation
Simulation System.

2. Background on Traffic Simulation Systems

Traffic modeling in the simulation environment is adopted
to analyze the traffic congestion of the given traffic net-
work. The congestion on each road should be changed de-
dpending on the current traffic status, such as the number
of vehicles, control strategy of the signal light, traffic acci-
dents, and scheduled traffic events (i.e., road construction,
parade, etc.).

Traditionally, traffic simulation models were developed
independently for different facilities (e.g., freeways, ur-
ban streets, etc.). Therefore, a wide variety of simulation
models exists for various applications. Most of these mod-
els were developed for evaluation and real-time support
of ATIS operation and traffic prediction (e.g., DYNAS-
MART [5], DYNAMIT [6]). Most of the old-generation
models (e.g., NETSIM [7] and earlier versions of AIM-
SUN2 [8]), however, do not represent vehicle paths [1].
Analytic flow models such as FREFLOW, TRANSYT-7F,
or HCS do not track individual vehicle movements and
do not support sufficient detail for analyzing ATMS and
ATIS studies [9]. Although NETSIM and FRESIM [10] do
provide microscopic performance models, these micro-
scopic models cannot effectively meet the requirements
of evaluating integrated ATIS and ATMS applications at
an operational level because of limited representation of
travel behavior or inflexibility in modeling more advanced
surveillance and control systems.

A new generation of traffic simulation models has been
developed for ITS applications. Examples are AUTOS [11]
and THOREAU [9]. AUTOS is a macroscopic traffic model
developed for ATMS applications at traffic management
centers, such as the testing of signal optimization, emer-
gency vehicle response management, and human factors.
THOREAU is a microscopic model developed for ITS eval-
uation. However, it has a very long running time. PARAM-
ICS [12, 13] is also a recently developed microscopic traffic
simulation and visualization tool for ITS analysis (i.e., a
suite of high-performance software tools for microscopic
traffic simulation). Other microscopic simulation models
are also under development for modeling automated high-
way systems.

While all of these models have all been successfully
applied in particular studies, a common shortcoming is the
relatively limited range of applications. Some of them are
designed for particular applications and are useful only
for specific purposes, while others do not support advance
surveillance and control systems or integrated networks.
No model has the integrated component and functionality
required for evaluating dynamic control and route guidance
strategies on general networks [1].

Recently, Deshpande et al. [14] have developed a hybrid
traffic modeling S/W environment, called SHIFT [14, 15],
which allows specifications of both continuous-time and
discrete event dynamics. This research proposed the for-
mal semantics of the model and was successfully applied
to automated highway systems. However, it is not clear
that it could support advanced modeling features, such
as hierarchical and modular modeling, distributed simu-
lation, and model abstraction capabilities. The advantages
of these capabilities—such as reduction in model devel-
lopment time, support in reusing a database of models, and
aid in model verification and validation—are well accepted
[15, 16]. In ITS studies especially, these capabilities pro-
vide a convenient means to construct and analyze complex
traffic network systems. By employing these advantages,
we have proposed the four-layered design methodology for
ITS simulation.

3. Traffic Modeling and Simulation Approach

On the basis of the object-oriented programming environ-
ment, we have proposed the traffic modeling and simul-
ulation methodology, as shown in Figure 1. The features of
the ITS simulation system can be understood better by or-
organizing them within a set of layers that characterizes its
software design structure. Layer 1 provides a hierarchical,
modular, and distributed modeling and simulation environ-
ment on which the system is built. The properties of this
lowest layer make it possible to realize similar properties
at the higher layers. The next layer, model abstraction, can
be framed in terms of its ability to reduce the complexity
of a model. Microscopic and macroscopic traffic model-
ing can be accomplished within layer 3. ITS simulation
environment can be finally achieved in layer 4.
4. Layer 1: System Entity Structure/Model Base

The system entity structure/model base framework was proposed by Zeigler as a step toward marrying the dynamics-based formalism of simulation with the symbolic formalism of artificial intelligence. It consists of two components: a system entity structure (SES) and a model base (MB) [17-21].

The system entity structure, declarative in character, represents knowledge of decomposition, component taxonomies, coupling specification, and constraints. The entities of SES refer to conceptual components of reality for which models may reside in the MB. An entity may have several aspects, denoting the decomposition and having several entities. An entity may also have several specializations, each representing a classification of the possible variants of the entity. The pruning operation extracts a substructure of the SES by selecting one aspect and/or one specialization for each entity in the SES. Hierarchical simulation models can be constructed by applying the transform function to pruned entity structures (PESs) in working memory.

As a concrete example of SES, consider Figure 2. The traffic network system is divided basically into the NODE model, which includes the concept of an intersection, and the LINK model, which includes the concept of roads. The LINK model is divided into the MICRO model, which is a microscopic road model, and the MACRO model, which is the macroscopic road model according to the abstraction relation of the model in section 5. The MACRO model is abstracted to CELL, ROAD, and STREET models and divided through the aggregation method, which is the abstraction method in space notion. In this way, all possible entities and configurations for the traffic network system can be easily represented within the SES. Applying the pruning operation, we can extract a specific traffic network configuration.

The model base contains models that are procedural in character. They are expressed in discrete event system specification (DEVS) formalism. Also, they are a theoretically well-grounded means of expressing modular discrete event simulation models. The DEVS formalism is materialized by formal programming languages, such as C++ and Java, for modelers to access easily (see www.acims.arizona.edu). Traffic models in this article were materialized by DeSim (C++ for DEVS simulation), which Hankuk Hangkong University built according to the DEVS formalism.

As explained before, Figure 3 explains the SES/MB environment. The PES is created by pruning the entity structure files in the system entity structure. The PES is compounded with each model in the model base by the transform command and creates a working model for simulation. Working models are combined with DEVS abstraction simulators and simulation starts. Detailed descriptions on SES/MB are available in Zeigler [17] and Zeigler, Kim, and Praehofer [21].

5. Layer 2: Model Abstraction

Abstraction is a key to model construction for simulation [21-24]. Abstraction, as a process, refers to a method or algorithm applied to a model to simplify its complexity while preserving its validity. The amount of detail in a model can be taken as the “product” of its scope and resolution. Scope refers to how much of the real world is represented; resolution refers to the number of variables in the model and their precision or granularity. Given a fixed amount of resources and a model complexity that exceeds this limit, there is a trade-off between scope and resolution. We may be able to represent some aspects of a system accurately, but only a few components will be presentable. Or, we may be able to provide a comprehensive view on the system but only at a relatively low resolution. Such an abstraction process
is especially important for flexible traffic analysis since it reduces the complexity of a model while retaining its validity relation to the modeling objectives and experimental frame (i.e., conditions under which the model will be observed or experimented with). In this abstraction process for the traffic model, the following aggregation method can be suitably applied, as shown in Figure 4: (1) grouping vehicles on a given segment into cells, (2) abstracting cells into a simplified form (i.e., ROAD), and (3) grouping the ROAD of a given area into a street. In this way, the real

Figure 2. System entity structure (SES) representation of the transportation system

Figure 3. The system entity structure/model base environment [17]
world can be coherently abstracted from the vehicle level (microscopic level) to the street level (macroscopic level).


6.1 Vehicle-Level Modeling

Until recently, most of the models in general use have been analytical or stochastic. These models calculate the performance of the elements of the road network based on a generalized mathematical formula. These macroscopic or analytical models do not model individual vehicles in the network. Rather, they model how all vehicles behave on average (with knowledge of the likely distribution of behavior about this average).

Microscopic simulation traffic models predict the performance of the road network by defining rules for various aspects of the interaction among drivers, vehicles, and the road network and then simulating all the individual vehicles in the network. With the microscopic simulation traffic model, the behavior of each individual vehicle on the road network is continuously modeled throughout the simulation time period (based on the discrete time approach). Each vehicle moves through the network according to various driver behavior models such as car following, lane changing, and gap acceptance. The movement of the vehicle must also take account of control elements such as traffic signals, sign-controlled intersections, and traffic rules [25].

MICRO.ROAD (Microscopic ROAD) Model. Figure 5 shows the simple pseudo-code of a microscopic road model at the vehicle level. The microscopic road model applies the car-following algorithm and the lane-changing algorithm, which includes gap acceptance inside to individual vehicles per every unit of time and decides the condition of the model through the behaviors of the individual vehicles it has. Also, various rules that can affect the traffic signal of a neighboring CROSS—speed limit of roads and the movement of individual vehicles—are applied.

The car-following model studies how the driver of a following vehicle tries to conform with the behavior of the lead vehicle with acceleration and/or deceleration activities.
state variables:
- phase, sigma, vehicle_list, current_signal, speed_limit, lane_change_intention, sensor_list, VMS_list, etc.

external transition function
- Receiving vehicles on port 'vehicle-in
  - update the current vehicle-list
  - continue
- Receiving message of traffic signal on port 'traffic-signal-in
  - current_signal = received traffic signal;

internal transition function
- case phase 'update-vehicle-behavior
  - for( get vehicle from vehicle_list; vehicle is not last vehicle; get next vehicle from vehicle_list )
    - car_following( vehicle, current_signal, speed_limit, etc. )
      - if (vehicle == first_vehicle)
        - if(current_signal == red)
          - first_vehicle is stop;
        - else
          - if (lane_change_intention)
            - lane_changing( vehicle, lane_change_intention, current_signal, speed_limit, etc. )
              - calculate gap_acceptance;
              - if (gap_acceptance == 'possible')
                - change_lane;
            - #END_Lane_Changing
          - else
            - calculate new_speed, location and new_distance_ahead;
      - else
        - if (lane_change_intention)
          - lane_changing( vehicle, lane_change_intention, current_signal, speed_limit, etc. )
            - calculate gap_acceptance;
            - if (gap_acceptance == 'possible')
              - change_lane;
          - #END_Lane_Changing
        - else
          - get front_vehicle from car_list;
        - calculate new_speed, location, and new_distance_ahead;
    - //END_Car_Following
    - //End_FOR_Loop
  - Changing state 'update-vehicle-behavior and set sigma = 1 second ;

Output function
- Case phase 'update-vehicle-behavior
  - if(vehicle_location is not current road and current_signal is green)
    - send vehicle_list to neighbor road port 'vehicle_out
  - update the current vehicle-list

Figure 5. Pseudo-code of MICRO_ROAD model

[4, 26]. In this model, the first vehicle on the road decides its acceleration/deceleration rate according to the speed limits of the occupied road, the speed capacity of the vehicle, and the characteristics of the driver. On the other hand, if the vehicle is not the first one on the occupied road, the acceleration/deceleration rate is decided by the car-following model, which provides this rate according to the distance and speed of the front vehicle.

The lane-changing model, the core of the multilane microscopic traffic model along with the car-following model, is relatively complex because of the intervention of the driver’s characteristics and decision making [1].
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In general, the lane-changing model is classified into two types: mandatory and discretionary. The mandatory lane-changing model occurs when the driver has to change his or her lane to avoid a restricted lane, bottleneck area, and so on. On the other hand, the discretionary lane-changing model refers to cases in which the driver changes his or her lane to increase speed, bypass slower or heavy vehicles, connect to the next link on the path, and so on.

**MICRO_GENR (Microscopic GENERATOR) Model.** This is a model that generates each vehicle according to headway distribution (Poisson count distribution, formal distribution, Pearson type III distribution, etc.) as it combines with microscopic road model. Therefore, the MICRO GENR model, which is a model that abstracts outside environments that consist of the microscopic road model, has rules that consider congestion status and the traffic signal of neighboring roads. Figure 6 represents a simple pseudo-code of the MICRO GENR model.

**MICRO_TRANSD (Microscopic TRANSDUCER) Model.** This is a model that abstracts outside environments of road nets, which consist of a microscopic road model such as the MICRO GENR model, and manages individual vehicles from the road network. It also has an influence on the neighboring microscopic road model according to the traffic signal and congestion condition of the outside road network. Figure 7 represents a simple pseudo-code of the MICRO TRANSD model.

### 6.2 Cell-Level Modeling

Microscopic behaviors for individual vehicles at the vehicle level are abstracted to cell-level models, with occupancy of the space based on discrete time. The cell space modeling technique provides an efficient way to build abstraction-related models when more detailed analysis is required. The road can be spatially decomposed into small pieces of road so that a detailed level of analysis can be achieved. A cell space model structure is shown in Figure 4. It considers models of spatially distributed systems with the property of uniformity (or homogeneity). A classical prototype of such models is cellular automaton, which represents both space and time in a discrete form. The uniformity in space, which will be apparent shortly, means that the system will possess spatial invariance (with respect to translation) as well as time invariance. This uniformity simplifies the description since only one cellular component and its interaction with its neighbors need to be specified. A brief description on each cell space model is as follows.

**Cn (CELL) Model.** This is the unidirectional cell space model of a road. It receives a group of vehicles from the rear cell and sends a group of vehicles to the front cell at every periodic event time, which depends on the distance of the road and the average speed. The DEVS representation of Cn is shown in Figure 8.

### 6.3 Road-Level Modeling

The traffic network model basically consists of nodes and links, as shown in Figure 2. A node represents either an intersection (CROSS), an external sink (TRANSD), or a source (GENR); a link (ROAD) denotes a unidirectional pathway for vehicles between nodes. A brief description on each model in MBASE follows.
State variables: phase, sigma, vehicle_list, current_signal, neighbor_road_congestion

External transition function
Receiving start message on port 'start_transd
change phase to 'received_vehicle and set sigma = 0;
Receiving vehicle_list on port 'vehicle_in
add received vehicle_list to current vehicle_list

Internal transition function
case phase 'received_vehicle
change phase 'not_received_vehicle and set sigma = red_time
case phase 'not_received_vehicle
change phase 'received_vehicle and set sigma = green_time

Output function
case phase 'received_vehicle
send green_signal and congestion to port 'neighbor_road_out
case phase 'not_received_vehicle
send red_signal and congestion to port 'neighbor_road_out

Figure 7. Pseudo-code of the MICRO_TRANSD model

State variables: phase, sigma, group of cars, periodic time, etc.

External transition function
Receiving group of passed cars on port 'car-in
update the current group of cars
continue

Internal transition function
case phase
passing: change phase to 'stay
update sigma is periodic time

Output function
case phase
passing: send group of passing cars to port 'front-cell-out

Figure 8. Pseudo-code of the $C_n$ model

**CROSS Model.** This is a signal light model. It sends a light signal to its neighboring ROADs depending on the signal-switching control strategy, which can be characterized by cycle, split, and offset. DEVS formalism, represented in the simplified pseudo-code form of CROSS, is summarized in Figure 9.

**ROAD (Macroscopic ROAD) Model.** This is an unidirectional road model between nodes (i.e., CROSS, GENR, and TRANS). It receives a group of vehicles from rear nodes. When it receives a green signal from the front node, it starts to send a group of vehicles to its neighboring node. The number of vehicles to be sent to next roads can be computed on the basis of the duration of the green signal, the available number of vehicles, the probabilistic route choice, and so forth of the ROAD. Traffic accidents and/or other blocking events can be specified within this model. The DEVS representation for ROAD is summarized in Figure 10.

**MACRO_GENR (Macroscopic GENERATOR) Model.** This is an external source model. It injects a group...
of vehicles to its front ROAD, depending on the control strategy, so that it behaves like a mixed model of CROSS and ROADS that is external to the given traffic network. The DEVS representation of the MACRO_GENR model is summarized in Figure 11.

MACRO_TRANSD (Macroscopic TRANSUDER) Model. This is an external sink model. It first generates a light signal to its rear ROAD and then receives a group of vehicles from the ROAD so that it behaves like a mixed model of CROSS and ROADS that is external to the given traffic network. The DEVS representation of the MACRO_TRANSD model is summarized in Figure 12.

The simulation process is initiated by specifying the given traffic situations to test a candidate traffic control strategy (i.e., representing a particular control strategy, current number of cars, routing probability, etc.). Subsequently, the traffic control system can be refined to improve its performance. This framework represents a laboratory for testing and refinement of control system designs. Such a laboratory has been identified as a necessary tool for future development in dynamic traffic control systems [27].

6.4 Street-Level Modeling

By increasing the level of abstraction, street-level traffic modeling can be achieved. This macroscopic model may be properly employed for studying large-scale traffic analysis problems.

STREET Model. This is a macroscopic model that abstracts several ROADS and CROSSes. The DEVS representation of the STREET model is summarized in Figure 13.

6.5 Simulation Example

In this section, simulation is performed by making simulation models according to the abstraction method for the
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Figure 11. Pseudo-code of the MACRO_GENR model

```
state variables: phase, sigma, # of cars, signal light control strategy

external transition function
Receiving start message on port 'start-genr
  change phase to 'active during 'signaling-time

internal transition function
  case phase
    active: reset the sigma to 'signal-time

output function
  compute # of generating cars (based on state variables)
  case phase
    active: send generated cars to port 'car-out
```

Figure 12. Pseudo-code of the MACRO_TRANSD model

```
state variables: phase, sigma, # of cars, signal light control strategy

external transition function
Receiving start message on port 'start-transd
  change phase to 'active during 'signaling-time
Receiving passing # of cars on port 'car-in
  update # of cars and continue

internal transition function
  case phase
    active: reset the sigma to 'signal-time
```

Figure 13. Pseudo-code of the STREET model

```
state variables: phase, sigma, # of cars, locality policy, signal policy, etc.

external transition function
Receiving signal policy message on port 'signal-policy-in
  compute passing-time (based on locality policy)
  change phase to 'passing during 'passing-time
Receiving # of passed cars on port 'car-in
  update the current # of cars
  continue

internal transition function
  case phase
    passing: change phase to 'stay

output function
  compute # of passing cars (based on state variables)
  case phase
    passing: send # of passing cars to port 'u-out, 'i-out, 's-out, 'r-out
```
vehicle level (microscopic model), the cell level (macroscopic model), the road level (macroscopic model), and the street level (macroscopic model), which Figure 4 shows. The initial conditions of the test are as follows: simulation time is 600 sec, cell length is 200 m, road length is 800 m, and street length is 2400 m. The signal policy is as follows: cycle length is 100 sec, green split is 25 sec, and offset is 75 sec. In addition, the generation distribution about the vehicle is based on the assumption that it is generated on the basis of Poisson distribution, in which $\lambda$ is equal to 23 sec. Figure 14a shows the results of simulation in a normal traffic flow from the vehicle level to the street level. Figure 14b shows the far-reaching effect of congestion based on the time when an accident has occurred from a collision between vehicle 12 and vehicle 34 at the vehicle level, given that the simulation time is equal to 120 sec.

In Figure 14, the vehicle level is expressed through the time-space diagram. The time-space diagram can describe behaviors of individual vehicles effectively as a picture according to the flow of discrete time. The time-space diagram expresses positions of individual vehicles with space as simulation time ticks by. These microscopic behaviors of individual vehicles at the vehicle level are abstracted to the cell level, which consists of macroscopic models that have occupancy of the space based on discrete time. Also, macroscopic models at the cell level are abstracted to the road level and street level easily by the aggregation morphism method. Like this, hierarchical expression according to abstract way about road networks offers merits and demerits of each level. The vehicle level has a strength in that it can know detailed information about when, where, how, and which vehicle is in the accident by depicting traffic flow.
status around individual vehicles, and it can also obtain detailed information about the form in which the status will evolve. However, it increases system overhead because it gives unnecessary information to users who need summarized and conceptual congestion information about a large road network. The street level, which is just below the abstraction level, provides useful information in making a transportation policy or a transportation plan by offering the administrator notional and comprehensive information about road nets. The administrator controls broad road nets, but this level’s weakness is that it cannot express detailed information about individual vehicles. Thus, the abstraction method of the road network, according to the abstraction relation in traffic modeling and simulation, will be widely used because it is possible to express and analyze various requirements of the traffic analyst hierarchically and structurally, from detailed descriptions of individual vehicles to conceptual, general, and summarized descriptions.

7. Layer 4: ITS Simulation Systems

A simulation application system for ITS, such as ATIS and ATMS, can be accomplished through the abstraction method and traffic modeling based on the hierarchical modular modeling and simulation environment proposed earlier. First, a specification phase about the requirements for analysis and constraint conditions is needed. Detailed information is needed to make a library about structural/dynamic constraints of roads, the traffic signal control policy, linkage, and components of the ITS. Second, the database that includes the PES, the temporal database, the creation of structural/dynamic models, and the construction of a traffic information database are required. The PES

Figure 14. Abstraction-related simulation results: (b) abnormal case (continued from previous page)
consists of microscopic and macroscopic models obtained through SES and pruning. SES and pruning express road networks according to the abstraction methodology as a structural expression for traffic simulation. The temporal database contains simultaneous accidents on roads. Structural/dynamic models construct a database on all kinds of traffic information. Third, a simulation model structure of the area needs to be created by using various databases and the component library of the ITS made in the second step. When this is combined with dynamic models based on the abstraction methodology, a simulation performance phase is needed through building simulation models. Finally, various analyses (measure of effect, etc.) and expressions (2-D/3-D graphic animation, etc.) about simulation results obtained in the third step should be made. A graphic user interface is required to analyze and express simulation results for the convenience of users. Therefore, access to diverse application systems such as ATMS, ATIS, ETCS (Electronic Toll Collection System), CVO (Commercial Vehicle Operations), and RGS (Route Guidance Service) offered in ITS by a method such as this will be possible.

7.1 Case Study 1: ATIS: The Next Generation

We have implemented the S/W package, called “ATIS: The Next Generation,” for ATIS by using hierarchical modular modeling and simulation, dynamic path searching, and other advanced techniques such as multimedia database and virtual reality. Our system differs from other ATIS systems in that it (1) supports traffic congestion simulation based on the macroscopic traffic models, (2) provides dynamic optimal path searching by using the forecasted traffic congestion dynamics, and (3) allows 3-D, graphics-based virtual driving along with the optimal path. Figure 15 partially shows screen copies of major features such as real-time monitoring with CC-TV, virtual investigation, virtual driving, congestion dynamics, main building retrieval, and so on. More detailed descriptions of our system are available in Chi et al. [28].

7.2 Case Study 2: I3D2 Transportation Simulation System

Based on the hierarchical modeling and simulation methodology for ITS, we have also developed the I3D2 Transportation Simulation System, in which I3D2 stands for intelligent, interactive, integrated, DEVS based, and distributed [29]. Intelligent means that it provides a knowledge-based modeling environment for consideration of the human factor (i.e., the driver’s behavior upon receiving the ATIS information). Interactive means that it supports the runtime interaction to modify the simulation condition and/or generate the simulation reports during the simulation. Integrated means that it allows an integrated modeling environment by combining the traffic dynamics with other transportation components such as driver’s behavior, signal control policy, sensory readings, and the transportation database. DEVS based means that it was developed on the basis of advanced hierarchical modular object-oriented techniques. Finally, distributed means that it supports a HLA-compliant distributed simulation environment. The I3D2 system is currently being developed and tested under the stand-alone environment. Several screen shots of the user interface of the I3D2 system are presented in Figure 16, in which the online analysis of each road, cross, signal, detector, and individual vehicle during the simulation is partially shown. Traffic models in the proposed environment were verified in that they express the real world effectively by using real data from the Korea Highway Corporation. The data consist of vehicles that drive a 32-km block from East Seoul T.G. to Hobup I.C. of the Joongboo highway in Korea [30]. Relative performance of the I3D2 system was also verified by comparing its performance with the TSIS [31] of the Federal Highway Administration in the United States [32].

8. Conclusions

The hierarchical and modular design methodology of the traffic simulation system for ITS has been discussed. To do this, we proposed the four-layered approach for traffic simulation based on the object-oriented programming environment: (1) the system entity structure/model base layer, (2) the model abstraction layer, (3) the traffic modeling layer, and (4) the ITS simulation systems layer. The vehicle-level, cell-level, road-level, and street-level modeling approaches have been developed by the DEVS formalism. ITS simulation methodology supports the intelligent, interactive, and integrated transportation simulation environment. Therefore, it provides a convenient means for evaluating the alternative control strategies at the operation level of the ATMS, as well as generating the simulation-based forecasting information for ATIS. Based on this methodology, ATIS: The Next Generation (for ATIS) and the I3D2 Transportation Simulation System (for ATMS) have been successfully implemented and tested. The abstraction method of the road network according to the abstraction relation in traffic modeling and simulation will be widely used because it is possible to express and analyze various requirements of the traffic analyst hierarchically and structurally, from detailed descriptions of individual vehicles in a road network to conceptual, general, and summarized descriptions.
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Figure 15. ATIS: The Next Generation
(a) Main Features

(b) Microscopic (vehicle-level) Simulation Example

Figure 16. I^2D^2 Transportation Simulation System
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